A novel object tracking algorithm is presented in this paper by using the joint colortexture histogram to represent a target and then applying it to the mean shift framework. Apart from the conventional color histogram features, the texture features of the object are also extracted by using the local binary pattern (LBP) technique to represent the object. The major uniform LBP patterns are exploited to form a mask for joint color-texture feature selection. Compared with the traditional color histogram based algorithms that use the whole target region for tracking, the proposed algorithm extracts effectively the edge and corner features in the target region, which characterize better and represent more robustly the target. The experimental results validate that the proposed method improves greatly the tracking accuracy and efficiency with fewer mean shift iterations than standard mean shift tracking. It can robustly track the target under complex scenes, such as similar target and background appearance, on which the traditional color based schemes may fail to track.
Introduction
Real-time object tracking is a critical task in computer vision applications. Many tracking algorithms 26 have been proposed to overcome the difficulties arising from noise, occlusion, clutter and changes in the foreground object or in the background environment. Among the various tracking algorithms, 26 mean shift tracking algorithms have recently become popular due to their simplicity and efficiency. 3, 7, 10, 13, 25 The mean shift algorithm was originally proposed by Fukunaga and Hostetler 8 for data clustering. It was later introduced into the image processing community by Cheng. 5 Bradski 3 modified it and developed the Continuously Adaptive Mean Shift (CAMSHIFT) algorithm to track a moving face. Comaniciu and Meer successfully applied mean shift algorithm to image segmentation 6 and object tracking. 7 Mean
Shift is an iterative kernel-based deterministic procedure which converges to a local maximum of the measurement function with certain assumptions on the kernel behaviors. Furthermore, mean shift is a low complexity algorithm, which provides a general and reliable solution to object tracking and is independent of the target representation.
Currently, a widely used form of target representation is the color histogram, 7, 14 which could be viewed as the discrete probability density function (PDF) of the target region. Color histogram is an estimating mode of point sample distribution and is very robust in representing the object appearance. However, using only color histograms in mean shift tracking has some problems. 25 First, the spatial information of the target is lost. Second, when the target has similar appearance to the background, color histogram will become invalid to distinguish them. For a better target representation, the gradient or edge features have been used in combination with color histogram. 7, 10 Several object representations that exploit the spatial information have been developed by partitioning the tracking region into fixed size fragments, 1 meaningful patches 12 or the articulations of human objects. 20 For each subregion, a color or edge feature based target model was presented. The texture patterns, 9, 18, [22] [23] [24] 28 which reflect the spatial structure of the object, are effective features to represent and recognize targets. Since the texture features introduce new information that the color histogram does not convey, using the joint color-texture histogram for target representation is more reliable than using only color histogram in tracking complex scenes. The idea of combining color and edge for target representation has been exploited by researchers. 7, 10 However, how to utilize effectively both the color intensity and texture features is still a difficult problem. This is because though many texture analysis methods, such as gray concurrence matrices 9 and Gabor filtering, 23 have been proposed, they have high computational complexity and cannot be directly used together with color histogram. The local binary pattern (LBP) 16, 17 technique is very effective to describe the image texture features. LBP has advantages such as fast computation and rotation invariance, which facilitates the wide usage in the fields of texture analysis, image retrieval, face recognition, image segmentation, etc. In this paper, we adopt the LBP scheme to represent the target texture feature and then propose a joint color-texture histogram method for a more distinctive and effective target representation. The major uniform LBP patterns are used to identify the key points in the target region and then form a mask for joint color-texture feature selection. The proposed target representation scheme eliminates smooth background and reduces noise in the tracking process. Compared with the traditional RGB color space based target representation, it efficiently exploits the target structural information and hence achieves better tracking performance with fewer mean shift iterations and higher robustness to various interferences of background and noise in complex scenes.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the mean shift algorithm. Section 3 analyzes LBP and presents the joint color-texture histogram scheme in detail. Experimental results are presented and discussed in Sec. 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Mean Shift Algorithm

Target representation
A target is usually defined by a rectangle or an ellipsoidal region in the image. Most existing target tracking schemes use the color histogram to represent the rectangle or ellipsoidal target. In this paper, we will present a new target representation approach by using the joint color-texture histogram. First let us review the target representation in the mean shift tracking algorithm.
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Denote by {x * i } i=1···n the normalized pixel positions in the target region, which is supposed to be centered at the origin point. The target modelq corresponding to the target region is computed as
whereq u represent the probabilities of feature u in target modelq, m is the number of feature spaces, δ is the Kronecker delta function, b(x * i ) associates the pixel x * i to the histogram bin, k(x) is an isotropic kernel profile and constant C is a normalization function defined by
Similarly, the target candidate modelp(y) corresponding to the candidate region is given by
wherep u (y) represents the probability of feature u in the candidate modelp(y), {x i } i=1···n h denote the pixel positions in the target candidate region centered at y, h is the bandwidth and constant C h is a normalization function. In order to calculate the likelihood of the target model and the candidate model, a metric based on the Bhattacharyya coefficient is defined between the two normalized histogramsp(y) andq as follows:
The distance betweenp(y) andq is then defined as
Mean shift tracking
Minimizing the distance (6) is equivalent to maximizing the Bhattacharyya coefficient (5). The iterative optimization process is initialized with the target location y 0 in the previous frame. Using Taylor expansion aroundp u (y 0 ), the linear approximation of the Bhattacharyya coefficient (5) is obtained as
where
Since the first term in (7) is independent of y, to minimize the distance in (6) is to maximize the second term in (7). In the iterative process, the estimated target moves from y to a new position y 1 , which is defined as
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When we choose kernel g with the Epanechnikov profile, 7 (9) is reduced to
By using (10), the mean shift tracking algorithm finds in the new frame the most similar region to the object. For more information about color histogram based target representation and mean shift tracking, please refer to Ref. 7.
Target Tracking with Joint Color-Texture Histogram
Local binary pattern
The LBP 16, 17 operator labels the pixel in an image by thresholding its neighborhood with the center value and considering the result as a binary number (binary pattern). The general version of the LBP operator is defined as follows:
where g c corresponds to the gray value of the center pixel (x c , y c ) of a local neighborhood and g p to the gray values of P equally spaced pixels on a circle with radius R. The function s(x) is defined as follows: Figure 1 is an example of LBP 8,1 (P = 8, R = 1). By varying P and R, we have the LBP operators under different quantization of the angular space and spatial resolution, and multiresolution analysis can be accomplished by using multiple LBP P,R operators.
The texture model derived by (11) has only gray-scale invariance. The grayscale and rotation invariant LBP texture model is obtained by (refer to Ref. 16 for 
details) LBP
The superscript "riu2 " means that the rotation invariant "uniform" patterns have a U value of at most 2. By definition, the P +1 "uniform" binary patterns occur in a circularly symmetric neighbor set of P pixels. Equation (13) assigns a unique label to each of them corresponding to the number of "1" bits in the pattern (0 to P ), while the "nonuniform" patterns are grouped under the "miscellaneous" label (P + 1).
Target representation with joint color-texture histogram
A limitation of LBP is that it does not work robustly on flat regions where the gray values have small fluctuations. In order to make LBP more robust against these subtle changes in pixel values, Heikkiä and Pietikäinen 11 modified the thresholding strategy in the LBP operator by replacing the term s(g p − g c ) in Eqs. (11), (13) and (14) with s(g p − g c + a). The greater the value |a| is, the higher fluctuations in pixel values are allowed without affecting much the thresholding result. In this paper, we adopt this modified thresholding method and employ LBP riu2 8,1 to describe the target texture features because of its low computational complexity.
With the above analysis, we calculate the LBP feature of each point in the image region, whose value is between 0 and 9. Thus an appearance model combining the color and texture is constructed and it consists of color channel and LBP texture pattern. However, compared with the usual color based target representation, this direct combination does not enhance much mean shift tracking. Especially, when the target is very similar to background, representing the target by using color and LBP texture features on the whole tracking region is hard to distinguish them due to the strong interference from the background. Therefore, a demand exists to find a new way to combine the color and LBP texture features more effectively.
The LBP 
In LBP riu2 8,1 , the labels corresponding to minor uniform patterns are 0, 1, 7 and 8 respectively, and the label of nonuniform patterns is 9. The labels corresponding to main uniform patterns are 2-6, which have five patterns. Equation (15) groups the minor uniform patterns as nonuniform patterns. Generally, the main LBP features of a target are more important than its minor features to represent the target. Therefore, by (15) we extract only the pixels corresponding to the main LBP features and then use the color and texture features of these pixels to model the target. That is to say, we first use (15) to form a mask and then use the color and LBP features within this mask to model the target appearance model.
We denote by M1 the original color appearance model in Ref. 7 , by M2 the joint color and LBP texture feature model computed by (13) and by M3 the proposed joint color and LBP model using the major pattern mask. Actually, M2 is basically the method proposed by Nguyen et al. 23 For the appearance models M1 and M2, all pixels in the target region will be used for object tracking. For the proposed model, only part of the pixels is extracted by (15) to represent the main object features. With these points, we combine the color histogram with LBP histogram to model the target. The proposed target representation model M3 effectively removes the smoothing background and extracts the main features. It reduces greatly the interferences induced by minor uniform patterns, which come from mainly the smooth background and noise in the target area. Figure 3 shows an example of the target model mask established by the proposed scheme M3. Figure 3(a) shows a sequence of the target regions in adjacent frames and Fig. 3(b) shows the corresponding masks (nonblack pixels), which include the key feature points in the target region, formed by (15) . It is seen that the masks change dynamically with the content changing of the target region. Most of the smooth background pixels and part of the smooth target pixels are eliminated by the masks in object tracking.
The tracking algorithm with the joint color-texture histogram
We use the RGB channels and the LBP patterns extracted by (15) to jointly represent the target and embed it into the mean shift tracking framework. To obtain the color and texture distribution of the target region, we use (1) to calculate the color and texture distribution of the target modelq, in which u = 8 × 8 × 8 × 5. The first three dimensions (i.e. 8 × 8 × 8) represent the quantized bins of color channels and the fourth dimension (i.e. 5) is the bin of the modified LBP texture patterns by (15) . Similarly, the target candidate modelp(y) is calculated with (3). The whole tracking algorithm is summarized as follows.
Mean Shift Tracking Algorithm with Joint Color-Texture Histogram
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Input: the target modelq and its location y 0 in the previous frame. Step 1.
Experimental Results
In this section, extensive and representative experiments are performed to illustrate and testify the proposed joint color-texture model based mean shift tracking algorithm (i.e. M3) in comparison with the mean shift tracking with appearance models M1 and M2. The videos of different scenes, including the one that has similar target/background colors, are used in evaluating the performance of different algorithms. All the algorithms are implemented in C++ with a MAT-LAB interface and run on a PC with P4 2.6 GHz CPU and 1024 MB RAM. The code of our algorithm can be downloaded at http://www.comp.polyu.edu.hk/∼ cslzhang/LBP Tracking.htm. The first experiment is on a video sequence of table tennis playing with 58 frames of spatial resolution 352 × 240. The tracking target is the moving head. The target is initialized as a rectangular region of size 29 × 39. Since there are distinctive color differences between the target (the head of the player) and the background, all the three models, M1, M2 and M3 locate accurately the target being tracked. To save space, we only show the experimental results by the proposed method in Fig. 4 . Figure 5 illustrates the converging processes of the three methods on frame 2 in the table tennis playing sequence. The iteration numbers of mean shift tracking with M1, M2 and M3 are 5, 4 and 2, respectively. Because M3 suppresses efficiently the background features, the mean shift tracking with it converges much faster than those with M1 and M2. As can be seen in Table 2 , the number of mean shift iterations by the proposed approach is only 54.2% of that by the RGB-based approach. The second experiment is on a long sequence with 740 frames. In this video, we will track a moving car and compare the target locating accuracies and tracking speed by the three target representations M1, M2 and M3. As shown in Fig. 6 , in this scene the target appearance is somewhat similar to the background. frame 575 due to the interference from another car. However, the proposed model M3 extracts the main target features while suppressing the background features so that the target location is much more accurate than that by M1 or M2 model.
Since the ground truth of the target location in this sequence is available, the localization errors of the three methods are calculated. Table 1 lists the mean and standard deviation of the localization errors by the three methods M1, a M2, and M3.
The tracking speed is also listed. The experimental results show that the proposed method tracks the car more reliably and more accurately than M1 and M2. It achieves the smallest mean and standard deviation values among the three target representations. In addition, the proposed method tracks 120 frames per second, whose speed is approximately the same as that of the standard mean shift tracking. This is mainly because the proposed method only tracks the key feature points of candidate region with less iterations (refer to Table 2 ), though it needs additional The third experiment is on a football sequence (football 1), where the task is to track a certain football player. In this sequence, the color of the sports shirt (green) of the target player is very similar to that of the lawn and thus the target and background are hard to distinguish by using only color features. As shown in Fig. 7(a) , the M1 model loses the object very quickly. Figure 7(b) shows that the M2 model is slightly better than M1 but it also fails to track quickly. However, Fig. 7(c) indicates that the proposed method successfully tracks the player over the whole sequence. Figures 8 and 9 show the tracking results on another two sequences. Figure 8 is on a more complex football sequence (football 2). The object player exhibits obvious illumination changes (frames 90 and 107) and partial occlusion (frames 50 and 70). The experimental results show that the proposed method achieves much better performance than M2 and M3, which fail to track quickly. The last experiment is on an ice skating sequence, where the player moves quickly. Figure 9 shows that all the three methods can track the object player; however, the proposed method M3 has much better localization result than M1 and M2. Table 2 lists the number of mean shift iterations by the three algorithms for the five testing sequences. Compared with M1 and M2, the proposed method M3 efficiently extracts the significant feature points of the target and suppresses the smooth background points. Therefore the mean shift tracking with the proposed joint color-texture target representation focuses on the main features in tracking the target, which is very helpful to speed up the convergence of mean shift algorithm. Although the target representation method M2 also decreases the number of iterations, it does not yield good tracking results.
Conclusion
LBP operator is an effective tool to measure the spatial structure of local image texture. To reduce the computational cost and improve the robustness of target representation, we proposed a joint color and LBP texture based mean shift tracking algorithm in this paper. A mask of the target is formed based on its five major uniform LBP riu2 8,1 texture patterns and then the target is represented by using its color and texture features within the mask. The proposed target representation model effectively extracts the edges and corners, which are important and robust features, of the object while suppressing the smooth background features. Experimental results indicate that the proposed method performs much better than the original color based method with fewer iteration numbers, especially in tracking objects that have similar color appearance to the background.
